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Greetings from the Directors

EVENTS ENGINEERED BY DESIGN
PRESENTS
THE GREATEST SHOW

Directors: Mr. Kyron & Mrs. Dionna Harvell
Phone: (517) 862-3109
Email: eventsedesign@gmail.com
Hello Contestants, Parents, Sponsors, and all that came to Support these
lovely ladies,
It is a pleasure to welcome you all to the 3RD Annual Pageant, The Greatest
Show. Today is a day of joy and excitement as we watch these 48 young
ladies compete for some beautiful crowns and trophies. Events Engineered
by Design would like to take this time to thank you for supporting EEDPageants, as well as the hours of preparation and dedication devoted
towards this culminating event. Our major goals are to instill a sense of
pride, determination, discipline, and self confidence in these young ladies
through creating the element of competition which will bode well for them
in their future endeavors.
We encourage you to take this opportunity to bask in the glory of the
beauty that is within each participant and to see all the wonderful
community service and special development skills presented through our
pageant system.

Sincerely,
Dionna Harvell
Pageant Directors – EXCELLENCE, ELEGANT, DETERMINATION (EED) – Pageant
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Model

Singer
Make-Up

Hair
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Victoria Henley is an Entrepreneur, Model, and Fashion Liaison
who travels the world for bookings following her appearance as
a finalist on Cycle 19: College Edition of the hit television series,
America’s Next Top Model with Tyra Banks. She serves as the
first- ever Fashion Week Liaison for the world’s largest jewelry
TV Home Shopping network (with a viewership spanning 90
million homes), and she has presented her “Magnifique”
collection (featuring an eclectic mix of her own designs, labels
for designers she markets, and models whom she mentors) at
Fashion Week events ranging from New York to Los Angeles to
Miami FL. Also an active host in the mediums of TV and live
events, her syndicated show, “Backstage Pass” on iHeart Radio,
through which she has interview Grammy, Emmy and Oscar
winners in a vast array of entertainment fields, was recently given
visibility as a Top Rated podcast by her branch directors at FCB
Radio. Henley has opened and closed shows as a model for top
venues at Fashion Weeks spanning the globe, and in addition to
exclusive coverage by Vogue Italia, she was also selected by The
Society, one of the top fashion production companies in the
United States, to instruct the organization’s annual model

Instagram @victoriahenley
Facebook.com/Backstagepasswithvictor
Facebook.com/quirkyvictoriafanpage
Facebook.com/JTVVictoria
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Denikka Danyell is a passionate hair
and makeup artist known for her
beautiful spirit, commitment to
excellence and meticulous action to
detail. Her clientele varies from
music videos, editorial models,
celebrities, men’s grooming and the
everyday woman. Her goal is to
execute and deliver the most
memorable and pleasurable
experience.
Her resume' consists of publications
national and international
magazines, musicians, celebrities,
campaigns and commercial
advertising. Denikka has a one of a
kind style that’s coined "Classic
Cosmopolitan" and her beautiful
work shows her range and the ability
to be consistent.
I create and cultivate a clean, sexy,
classic approach to hair and makeup
artistry that embodies a distinctive
glamour for all.

https://www.denikkadanyell.com/
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Taylor Lang, The Founder and CEO of The Taylor Lang Companies
professional model training and
development program. Taylor Lang
Born and Raised in Detroit Michigan
found her way to the highlights of
the modeling industry. She strived
and worked hard as a freelance
model which took her to just about
every fashion week across the world.
Taylor Lang modeled at Apparel
Market shows, Auto Shows, and for
some of the top designers and
fashion brands in the world. Her key
to growth and
success is staying constant, following your heart,
and never giving up. Taylor is a trendsetter in the
motor city known for changing lives, and boarding
the mindset of talented young men and women.

https://www.taylorlangco.com/
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Ceci Bordayo is a singer-songwriter, motivational speaker and the
founder of Pass It On Community Center & Pass The Mic. She
believes the best investment is human investment and she works
passionately as a community leader to invest in the next generation.
You will most likely find her eating tacos or French fries.
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MISS MICHIGAN USA 2020
MISS TEEN MICHIGAN USA 2020
2021 USA NATIONAL MISS MICHIGAN JR. TEEN
Miss Michigan Junior High School America 2021
Miss Michigan Elementary America 1st Grade
2021 USA NATIONAL MISS MICHIGAN JR. PRINCSS
2021 USA NATIONAL MISS OHIO JR. PRINCSS
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On September 21, 2019, Chanel Johnson was
named Miss Michigan USA 2020. Born and raised
in Detroit, Michigan and subsequently raised in
Southfield since 2001, she went on to graduate
from Wiley E. Groves High School in Beverly
Hills, MI. She later received her B.S. in Criminal
Justice from Wayne State University in 2016. She
currently serve as a probation officer for the State
of

Michigan in Oakland County
and is the first woman from the
Michigan Department of
Corrections and the first woman
from Southfield to be crowned
as Miss Michigan USA! Her
platform has focused on
promoting positive behavior
and good decision making
amongst youth by visiting
various schools and other youth
organizations throughout the
Detroit and Metro Detroit area.
Chanel believes that by simply
giving a little more love and
positivity, you can change the
trajectory of a person’s life.
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https://www.aneesaofficial.com/
Instagram & Facebook:
ANEESASHEIKHOFFICIAL
YouTube: Aneesa
Spotify: Aneesa Sheikh

Eighteen years old, Aneesa has been playing
the guitar and writing songs since the age of
eight and recording professional music for the
past couple of years. She has experience with
public speaking and performing through her
involvement as Miss Michigan Teen USA, a
competitive figure skater wearing a triple gold
medalist distinction with the United States
figure skating association, music, and her nonprofit 'music4M.I.R.A.C.L.E.'. She has modeled
for several top brands including
Abercrombie/Hollister, and Finish Line. Her
recent song 'Tough Times' was played on top
30 stations in Australia and streamed over 45k
times in more than 82 countries. Aneesa's
musical style is Pop with a fusion of country
and rock and she enjoys playing acoustically
with her twelve-string guitar and her biggest
influence is the singer, Jewel.
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Mariah Annalisse Saldaña is 13 years old and she was born in the great city of Detroit in
Michigan. She is currently finishing her seventh grade year at Simpson Middle School.
Mariah is involved in a lot of extracurricular activities such as Gymnastics, competitive
dance, competitive baton twirling, and pageants. When she grows up she would like to
be a veterinarian and own her own practice so that she can offer affordable care for pets.
She is currently USA National Miss Michigan JR Teen and will be competing for the
national title in Orlando, Florida in July. You can follow her journey on Facebook at
2021usanationalsmissmichiganjrteen.
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Lillian Heitchue is the reigning Miss Michigan Junior High School America 2021. Lily is a
7th grader who attends an advanced stem program called MS2TC within the Warren
Consolidated School District. She maintains a 4.0+ grade point average and also
participates in her school’s visual and performing arts program. She is the founder of a
community service club in her school which aims to give students opportunities to give
back to their community. Her hobbies include dancing on her competitive dance team,
swimming, playing volleyball, and reading. In her spare time, she likes to build Legos
and knit. She is passionate about space exploration and aspires to be the first astronaut
to visit Mars.
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Abigail Heitchue is the reigning Miss Michigan Elementary America 1st Grade. She is a
kindergarten student who loves to play with her friends. Her hobbies include dancing on
her competitive dance team, swimming, and playing on different playgrounds. She is a
co-founder of a community service initiative that spreads joy through art. One of her
favorite places to be is on the beach making sand castles. When she grows up, she
aspires to become a police officer.
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Ariel Gipson is 6 years old and is from Ypsilanti,
Michigan. She attends a Spanish Immersion
Kindergarten where she is learning in both Spanish and
English. Ariel’s enjoys soccer, gymnastics, and
pageants. She has 3 other siblings while being the
second oldest. Her multi-cultural background includes5
different races: Filipino, Mexican, Cuban, Caucasian
and African American. Pageant Career Ariel has been
competing in pageants since she was 3 years old.
Pageants have helped her gain essential life skills such
as interpersonal communication skills, and public
speaking. It also has encouraged and empowered her to
become today’s leaders with confidence and a growing
self-esteem. Her most recent title is the 2021 USA
National Miss Michigan Jr. Princess. She competes for
the national title in July 2021 in Orlando Florida.

Platform: Ariel’s Angels - Ariel created her

own platform called “Ariel’s Angels.” Ariel’s
platform is about helping and contributing to
her community through volunteering or
donations. The platform moto is to encourage
everyone to get involved and become an Angel
in someone’s life. Ariel has contributed to her
community by hosting charity events to help
organizations such as the Ronald McDonald
House of Detroit and Soldier’s Angels. In
addition, she loves volunteering her time and
does not plan to stop there.
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Evie Carey is 4 years old and was crowned USA National Miss Ohio Jr.
Princess in February. She spends her time promoting her platform "Sharing is
Caring" and the national platform "The Crown CARES". She enjoys spending
time with her 4 brothers and mom and dad, traveling, making new friends,
and cheering with her All-Star Cheer Team. Evie has a passion for sharing her
blessings with the people around her. She has already had a huge impact in
her community for such a little girl through her personal platform.
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Parade of Beauties
Song by Anessa Sheikh: “Who’s Gonna Stop Me”
Introduction/Beauty/Interview
OOC/Theme Circus Wear
Talent
Model Search
Participation Medals
Division Crowns Group (A, B, & C)
Intermission
Overall Crowning
Contestant Group Pictures
Private Movie Showing 7:00pm (Cruella)
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Introducing the 2021
The Greatest Show Pageant Contestants
BABY - Under 1
Savannah Butler

TINY - 2-3 year
Ariel Cleary
Ava Marie Jeffries
Gianna Rose Zamora
Gracelynn Long

Kinsleigh Griffin
Madilynn Smith
Payton Reed
Skylar Marie Stewart

PEE WEE - 4-6 Year
Asianna Cooke
Ay’Sha Labbaoui
Chalee Mosley
Christina Long
Malani Montero

Claire Shoemaker
Dakota Sirois
Dallas-Lynn Anderson
Hazel Warlock
Maxine Elinsky

LITTLE - 7-9 year
Annalyse Kosman
Aurelia VanDenBrouck
Ayla Cox
Brielle Muzzey
Chloe Mosley
D’miah Johnson

Everly Gore
Gatlynn Solinger
Mariah Streich
Olivia Godwin
Pippa Townsend
Zaya Johnson
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Introducing the 2021
The Greatest Show Pageant Contestants (cont’d)
PRE-TEEN - 10-12 year
Aryiah Gray
Bella Decaminada
Leila-Rose Torres
Lila Beaver
Maci (America) Ringer
Vanessa Griffin

TEEN - 13 – 15 year
Camille Mazzola
Haylee Smith
Kaylinn Viock
Myliah Johnson
Trinity Anthony

TEEN MISS - 16 – 18 year
Briana Perez
Isabella Gielniak
Jillian Babcock

LITTLE MISS – 19 - 29 year
Jeanette Babcock

MISS – 30 plus
Joselyn Duran
Katreva Bisbee
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Annalyse

Ariel

Aryiah

Asianna

Aurelia

Ava

Ay’Sha

Ayla

Bella
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Briana

Brielle

Camille

Chalee

Chloe

Christina

Claire

D’miah

Dakota
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Dallas-Lynn

Everly

Gatlynn

Gianna

Gracelynn

Haylee

Hazel

Isabella

Jeanette
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Jillian

Joselyn

Katreva

Kaylinn

Kinsleigh

Leila-Rose

Lila

Maci (America)

Madilynn
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Malani

Mariah

Maxine

Myliah

Olivia

Payton

Pippa

Savannah

Skylar
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Trinity

Vanessa

Zaya

Joni Foster, or Miss Joni, as she’s known to all the kids, has been a professional photographer since she was 19.
She got her start at Sears Portrait Studio, and struck out on her own in 2010. Two years later, she hit the
pageant scene, and the rest is history. Miss Joni specializes in stage shots and portraiture. She has a gift for
catching real, happy smiles from little ones, and for capturing the best moments onstage. She offers stage
shots, videography, natural and glitz photo sessions, and even stage setup with her partner, Hailey Stroud.
Contact her for all your pageant needs!
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DAKOTA
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Ayla
Your Michigan State Sunburst Little
Miss Queen Ayla has gathered winter
wear for donation for children to keep
warm in Texas while thousands still
have no power. Jackets, Snow pants,
snow boots, hats, gloves, and warm
clothing like sweaters, pants, warm pj's,
and cozy slippers.
Ayla gave her donation to pediatrics
for children in the hospital during the
week of Christmas. 36 teddy bears, 36
coloring books, and 36 Crayons! They
were very grateful! Hoping to bring
some smiles to some kids faces this
Christmas
Ayla played Santa on Christmas Eve to
4 Little girls on their door step this
Christmas
proud of how you love to help your
community by helping the firefighters
out with their much needed equipment
for training.
Ayla donating some books
Ayla reading last night. She is doing
her own you tube videos
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TRINITY
Hello I honestly love helping people in need, I have donated to Morgan's Hugs many times. I love
to help the Veterans because my grandfather was a veteran. I also love donating to help women
and children in need I purchase some items from myself then I ask friends and family to donate
hygiene products, non-perishable foods and school supplies if needed. I put a bag together that
has gloves, hats and snacks in it so if we run across someone in need I offer them something from
my bag. If we have extra I ask my mom to please buy a hot dog or burger and chips and water to
give to someone standing on the corner saying they are homeless and hungry. I also will help
someone who has dropped something, I hold doors open for the elderly and I always say thank
you if someone holds a door open for me.
I don't do these things without knowing and hoping I have made someone smile.
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GATLYNN
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VANESSA
* Helped her mama at CPR classes by passing out dummies, papers, collecting papers/tests
and showing examples of good compressions 2018.2019
* Volunteered and helped at CCD for St Thomas A'Becket with her Grandpa (helping with
passing out papers and such)2018,2019
* Helps at parish functions (includes craft show: set up, take down, bringing the crafters
food/drinks, Picnics: helps with game tables and food tents) 2016,2017,2018,2019
* Helped the Baker ADN cohort of 2019 at a service project in Lincoln Park for the
community 2018
* Helped the Baker ADN cohort of 2019 by volunteering to be a fake patient 2018,2019
* Helped the baker ADN cohort of 2019's instructors with test handouts and collection of
papers 2018,2019
* Helped raise money for St Jude's and toys for tots 2016,2017,2018,2019,2020
* Volunteered at the barn where her horse is boarded (mucking out stalls, grooming and
leading the horses) 2018,2019,2020
* Volunteered at a friend’s barn with care for the horses and pigs 2018,2019,2020
* Helped at 3 nursing homes with game time (bingo) and feeding (both sitting with
residents while they ate for company as well as helping with feeding residents) 2018, 2019
* Passed out cookies to police officers and firefighters on Christmas and Christmas eve
(Canton, Westland, Livonia, Monroe, Carleton, Newport/Berlin twps., and Wayne)
2016,2017,2018,2019
* Helped with the bi-annual Rainbow family picnics and parties (includes set up, and
helping with food and drinks and miscellaneous tasks) 2016, 2017, 2018
* Helped with the Garden City Mayors committee handicap able children's Christmas party
(set up, party, and take down over 12+ hours)2016, 2017, 2018, 2019
* Helped with the Garden City Mayors committee needy family (set up and distribution of
food to needy families in the area over 10+ hours a day for 2
days) 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019
* Worked the St Patrick's fish fry every Friday during Lent (for the in- person and take out
fish fry dinners 2018, 2019, 2020
* volunteered to judge Halloween costume contests at Bruin Lake campground (helped
with set up, judging, distribution of winning gifts and take down) 2016, 2017
* Passed out Easter baskets to the policemen and firefighters on Easter Sunday (Canton,
Westland, Livonia, Monroe, Carleton, Newport/Berlin twps. and Wayne)
2016,2017,2018,2019,2020
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MACI (AMERICA)

This is Maci, she does Community
service at our local Humane Society.
She helps with the animals. She reads
to the animals. She puts laundry away.
She sweeps, mops, feeds, waters and
plays with kitty’s

She goes every Tuesday and Thursday
after school for about an hour
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MARIAH

Mariah will be using any extra
fundraising money she makes to buy
supplies and/or donate the money to
our local animal shelter. She hopes to
turn this into a volunteer opportunity
with shelters in our area.
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Kaylinn
COMMUNITY SERVICE PROJECT:
She made hygiene bags for the local
homeless shelter, baked cookies for
a new homeless shelter opening,
served lunch at the local soup
kitchen, boated several days of
clothing to the salvation army and
ring the bell at Christmas time,
volunteer at Church to serve food to
the young children, collected sock
and underwear for kids for victims
of a hurricane, volunteer for operation shoe box for Christmas for children in
other countries , donated prom dresses for underprivileged girls
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Bella

Feeding 125 homeless hot meals

Donating books and helping a homeless lady out on her bday in are city

Made Christmas Basket, Bella used her money from returning bottles to buy eggs, and dyed them to
make Easter Baskets, she also included 300 plastic eggs filled with candy in the baskets.
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Myliah/Zaya

A sister duo Myliah & Zaya draw pictures for
seniors for Meals on Wheels. And deliver food
boxes to seniors with Focus: Hope.
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CLAIRE
At the age of 5 years old, Claire, has a heart and true passion for helping others and serving the
community she lives in. Every vision to the park consist of cleaning up the trails and surrounding
areas. She spent 2 hours on Earth Day, 2021, cleaning up the community park. During major
holidays and in the spring time, Claire writes and draws cards that are passed out to the residents
at nursing homes in DeWitt and St. Johns. Also, pre-COVID she would sing songs throughout the
facility to patients/residents. She has helped pick out and packaged food to the Cardboard
Prophets of Lansing also for the Feast day of Saint Mother Teresa. Lastly, Claire has helped and
donated eggs at our neighbored annual Easter Egg Hunt.
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EVERLY
Everly is the kind of little girl who will let nothing stop her, because
no matter what someone is faced with she will be there to lift them
up in happy and sad times. She herself has been there and will
empathize with
everyone. She
has a life's
ambition to start
her own
boutique of kids
clothing. She
has also
donated clothes
to children in
homeless
shelters, so they
would never
have to be cold
again, because
they deserve to
have nice
clothes that
makes them
feel good about
themselves!
Everly's quote "
Because
everyone has a
little rainbow
inside of them,
they just need
help sometimes
to let it shine
through!" No
matter how
many times she
fails at
something she
refuses to give
up until she
finds a way to fix the problem. Even if she needs a little break in
complete silence to meditate a bit.

The word CAN'T is not in this girl’s vocabulary!!!
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Annalyse
She is a Reading Ambassador
and reads stories online and
they are posted for kids to
listen too (since Covid we can’t
do in person). We also collect
items for the Ronald McDonald
House. She also has a platform
called Sparkle with Annalyse.
We have pink smile cards that
we pass to random people, as
well as, visit local police and fire departments. She volunteered at the
local Easter Egg Hunt for the community as well. She also volunteers
at our church helping the pre-nursery kids on Sunday.
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Katreva
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AURELIA

ARIEL

CARING IS SHARING
SHINNING STARS
ONLINE WINNERS
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MARIAH

PIPPA

Highlights
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EED-PAGEANTS
Excellence, Elegant, Determination
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AVA

\
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JILLIAN
Where do I start, I had an amazing
opportunity given to me by Shamiah
Washington. She was sent to find a
contestant for an opportunity with the
Taylor Lang company as a model. She
watched so many amazing girls and
chose me for the spot. I am truly grateful
to her, Ms. Dionna Harvell for the safe
and fair pageant, and Ms. Taylor Lang for
providing me with all the wonderful
memories I now have. Thank you to
everyone who helped get me to this
point. I hope each contestant has a great
time competing and good luck to all
contestants!!
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DMIAH
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CADANCE
Cadence is a bright third grade student who has a passion for fashion and modeling. Cadence brings her
energy and passion for modeling to every project she works on. She has three years of modeling experience
with a wide variety of clientele. As a fashion model, she spends the majority of her time working on
pageants, fashion shows and adding wonderful content to magazine layouts. She is currently pursuing a
career in photo and fashion modeling, but aspires to be an Art Teacher too. Her current talents are drawing,
clothes making, shopping, pageants and dancing. Cadence even loves being in Ballet, Girl Scouts and
Cheerleading.
Her platform is helping underprivileged and helping other children. In her community, she provides
services, such as feeding the less fortunate, making donations (monetary, clothes, school supplies and toys)
and raising awareness of disorders and diseases (Breast Cancer, Lupus, Autism and etc.). She also
volunteers at the church thrift store. As a Principal Scholar at her school, she strives to help young ladies via
mentoring and education. Cadence is always ready to give a hand in ⁹service.
Experience with Magnifique Fashion Shows from Mom and Cadence’s point of view: Good and Bad
I was initially worried at first to embark on such a journey, as any mom would be just breaking into this
fashion world. Cadence had only done one fashion show prior to this event and it was local. However,
Victoria was very responsive with my questions and was easy to contact. She ensured me this was going to
be a safe, friendly and happy event. So, we proceeded. This price was similar to other pageants we have
competed in before this show.
Cadence's experience working with Victoria Henley, Photographer Lynn Henley and Magnifique was
amazing and she had fun modeling. She was able to learn new techniques about modeling and having new
ideas for modeling on the runway. She enjoyed wearing the new clothes and dressing up. Cadence was
inspired, when she was able to support her favorite store, Walmart! She was shocked and excited to win the
editorial in CT magazine. She had no idea she was going to win. Cadence said “I didn't know Victoria was
calling my name, until it was called out again.” The value of this opportunity was invaluable, so we signed
up for the next fashion show. However, recently, we had a family emergency and I fell ill, but Victoria was
able to transfer our slot to an upcoming Magnifique’s Fashion Show without question. I recommend
parents and children take advantage of the opportunities from Dionna Harvell and Victoria Henley. I
hope this helps other models and parents overcome some of the reservations about committing to something
new in the industry.

*Picture Credits
Photos: @lynnhenleyphotography (Lynn Henley)
Creative Director: @victoriahenley (Victoria Henley)
Location: @courtyardgulfportbeachfront
Holland’s Formals (@hollands_pageant_formals)
Bend the Trend by Dope the Model (@ubendthetrend2020)
Angel Face by Angela Mabel (@angelamabel)
Walmart (@walmartfashion and @walmart)
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CHLOE
Chloe Mosley Bio:

Chloe Olivia Mosley is a vibrant
six-year-old born and raised in the
metro Detroit.
At the early age of 2, Chloe began
to shine on stage performing with
Studio Detroit dance academy. It
was there where she learned a
foundation that allowed her to
blossom in all areas of performing
arts. Not only is she training in
dance and acting she competes
nationally in beauty pageants and
cheer competitions. Chloe ‘s is
also an aspiring comedian. Her
favorite way to entertain is to light
up an audience with a good
laugh. Her love for humanity and
helping others open the doors to
her finding her dream career as a
gastroenterologist.
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PIPPA
Pippa, a good-natured but spunky eight-year-old,
loves making others smile. She started pageants
in March of 2020, right before the first national
quarantine due to the pandemic hit. Pippa did not
let the quarantine put out her spark. She continued
to do virtual pageants and photo contests, winning
multiple titles. Once quarantine was lifted, she
jumped right back on that stage winning titles such
as Michigan State Sunshine Princess. Her
perseverance is a quality that helps her in all
aspects of her life.
When Pippa is not on the stage, she enjoys
spending time with her family, tumbling,
swimming, and playing violin. She loves to put
others in good spirits and can crack a joke at the
drop of a hat. She also enjoys helping those in
need by donating her time, money, personal care
items, or even just a hug.
Currently, Pippa focuses on obtaining good grades
in school and is excited for opportunities that get
her into modeling or acting. Pippa aspires to be a
pediatric neurosurgeon when she grows up.
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BRIELLE

Brielle, a fun, loving and good spirited nine-year-old.
She has been doing pageants since she was 5 weeks old.
She has competed in many local systems and we are
now venturing into more national systems. Brielle is a
hard worker and a natural born leader. She takes a
strong stand against bullying at her school and acts as a
safety net for her peers that need her. At our last
pageant she won the essay contest on what being a
leader means to her and this was the award she was
most excited about. When Brielle is not doing pageants
or standing up to bullies, she loves cheerleading,
drawing, writing her own jokes, singing, hanging out
with her friends and being a big sister. Aspiration is a
word to describe Brielle as she has strong dreams to
become an Artist of many talents as she wants to be a
singer, painter, and a designer for clothing when she
grows up. She is always eager to take any opportunities
to help her gain knowledge and to follow her dreams.

YS Clothier
March 31st YS product shoot
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PIPPA

YS Clothier
March 31st YS product shoot

Pippa, a big hearted and super spunky
eight-year-old, loves making others
smile and has huge dreams. History is
filled with dreamers that have changed
the world. As a child there are so many
dreams we want to fulfill, and it is
important to never give up on those
aspirations. Pippa is diligent in school
and out. Pageantry has become one of
Pippa’s loves. She has competed
virtually and on a live stage, winning
multiple titles. Pippa also works hard
to perfect her violin and tumbling
skills. Additionally, she works to obtain
the highest grades and one day achieve
her highest goal of becoming a
pediatric neurosurgeon. Her
perseverance is a quality that helps her
in all aspects of her life. Leaders work
hard to achieve their goals and inspire
others to do the same, which is what
Pippa tries to do daily.
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ZAYA
A

Zaya Nikkole is a very sweet 8-year-old. Who
may come across shy until she talks to you.
She has been participating in pageants since
the age of 3 and enjoys the time spent with
her mother and older sister. She has enjoyed
performing in Warren Civic Theaters Musical
productions since the age 5. And if I said that
she enjoys modeling it would be an
understatement!! Although her career
aspirations are to become a rescue vet to
help as many animals as she can, her
personal aspirations are to see herself on the
big screen!! And We can't wait to see that
happen. Thank you to everyone who has had
a hand in any way to help me reach my goals.
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AYLA
A

Video Shoot Link:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18PVJTtC5s_yC
gh-Y2umTX1MZ_RJKleEh/view?usp=drivesdk
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D’MIAH

Video Shoot Link:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18PVJTtC5s_yCg
h-Y2umTX1MZ_RJKleEh/view?usp=drivesdk
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MARIAH
A

Video Shoot Link:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18PVJTtC5s_yCghY2umTX1MZ_RJKleEh/view?usp=drivesdk
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GATLYNN
A

Product Shoot at Q11 on
April 22nd
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YS Clothier Pop Up and Shop Event
May 1, 2021 at 3:00 PM
28681 Northwestern Hwy, 28681 Northwestern Hwy,
Southfield, MI 48034, USA

YS Clothier Pop Up and Shop Event
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VANESSA
A

“A True Model Works Even Through Holidays”
Vanessa, Annalyse, & Ayla, putting in work on
Mother’s Day!!!
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KAYLINN
A

New Designer Line
Photoshoot on May 15th
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TRINITY
A

New Designer Line
Photoshoot on May 15th
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MYLIAH
A

New Designer Line
Photoshoot on May 15th
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Annalyse
A
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Dakota
A
Taylor
Lang Modeling Video Shoot
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YS Designer Look Book Opportunity
A

(YS) Young Socialites LOOK BOOK
What is a LOOK BOOK?
Resume builder for young
models to be chosen for a
clothing Line that will be
featured on the world’s
largest wholesale clothing
platform.
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ADVERTISEMENTS SALES/ADS
WELL WISHES!!!
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Join Us at EED’s the first Annual FATHER/DAUGHTER Appreciation Pageant & Dinner
Tickets are available at www.eed-pageants.com
Father/Father Figure will crown daughters & Daughter will present medal to their male figures and
say what their male role model means to them. Have your tissue, I don’t anticipate a dry eye of
heartfelt messages to our important male role models in our young lady lives. Dinner following
presentations
Dinner Option (Beef, Fish, Poultry, or Vegetarian) house salad, vegetable, starch, bakery rolls, &
dessert, beverages: Coffee, Tea (hot & cold), fruit punch, lemonade
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GOOD LUCK AYLA
ROCK THE STAGE

From
Mom, Dad,
and Family
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D’miah, we will always stand by
your side to adore you to look
after you, to help you, and to
lead you.
We Love YOU
Best of Luck, from your FAMILY
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Good Luck Baby Girl!!!

MOMMY, LOVES YOU
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Reach for the
Stars Mariah, the
sky’s the limit!!
Love Mom & Dad
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Good Luck

MADILYNN
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I love you my pretty girl, good
luck & you got this!
Love Dai

Your going to rock that’s stage
love TT Boo

Good luck Payton
Love
Grandma & Granddad

Good luck Payton from
Courtney and kids

Love you Payton good luck
from AJ
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GOOD
LUCK
PAYTON
FROM TT
SHALECE

Register for our NEXT PAGEANT TODAY!!!
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- Love Mom & Dad
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WELL WISHES FOR AURELIA!
Good Luck today, Nana loves you!

Show them what you are made of,
good skills today – Granpy & Doe

Beat them all! 1st place for team Van
– Uncle Brian & Max

Best cousin ever! Hope you do good.
– Sophia

All that matters is that you do YOUR best.
– Love Granny & Opa
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We hope you do well in your pageant! – Sister Scouts Troop #77464

You are crazy & fun to have in class. Do good in your pageant! – Mrs. Bechtel’s first grade class

You will do good, my best friend! – Love Lydia V.

Do your thing! - Mom & Dad
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ROCK THE STAGE
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You are POWERFUL, BEAUTIFUL,
BRILLIANT, and BRAVE,
NEVER FORGET THAT!

Never stop smiling
From your
Canadian Friend
Ariel, XO
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Never let the fear of striking out get in
your way of accomplishing your dreams!
Wishing all my fellow contestants the very
best! Stay safe and most of all have fun!
From your Canadian friend Ariel XO
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A very special thank you needs to go out to
Miss Dionna and Mr. Harvell for
everything they continue to do for all of us
contestants and families! We are all so
blessed to have your continuous support
and for making this pageant what it is for
all of us! Sending hugs and prayers to all!

EED - Pageant

Stay Safe and Good Luck
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RETURNING CONTESTANTS – 2020 CandyLand Cuties
Ariel Cleary
Aurelia VanDenBrouck
Ava Marie Jeffries
D’miah Johnson
Dallas-Lynn Anderson
Hazel Warlock
Jeanette Babcock
Jillian Babcock
NEW CONTESTANTS – 2021
The Greatest Show
Annalyse Kosman
Aryiah Gray
Asianna Cooke
Ay’Sha Labbaoui

NEW CONTESTANTS – 2021
Katreva Bisbee
The Greatest Show
Madilynn Smith
Gracelynn Long
Mariah Streich
Haylee Smith
Pippa Townsend
Isabella Gielniak
Skylar Marie Stewart
Joselyn Duran
Vanessa Griffin

Ayla Cox

Kaylinn Viock

Bella Decaminada

Kinsleigh Griffin

Briana Perez

Leila-Rose Torres

Brielle Muzzey

Lila Beaver

Camille Mazzola

America (MACI) Ringer

Chalee Mosley

Malani Montero

Chloe Mosley

Maxine Elinsky

Christina Long

Myliah Johnson

Claire Shoemaker

Olivia Godwin

Dakota Sirois

Payton Reed

Everly Gore

Savannah Butler

Gatlynn Solinger

Trinity Anthony

Gianna Rose Zamora

Zaya Johnson
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Show your Dad or Male figure how much you
appreciate him, for all he has done in your young
lady’s life!!!
Meet the Director’s Dad!!!
I LOVE YOU SO MUCH!!!
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JOIN US NEXT YEAR!!!
Registration is OPEN NOW!!!
WWW.EED-PAGEANTS.COM
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WE WOULD LIKE TO THANK ALL OUR SPONSORS, PARENTS,
CONTESTANTS, JUDGES, AND VOLUNTEERS FOR HELPING MAKE

EVENTS ENGINEERED BY DESIGN 3RD ANNUAL PAGEANT ENTITLED:
“THE GREATEST SHOW”
A SUCCESS!!!
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